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CNACertified Nursing Assistant Exam Cram Linda WhitentonMarty Walker Succeed with topical
reviews, practice exams, and preparation tools · Covers exactly what you need to know to
score higher on your CNA exam· More than 150 sample test questions help you gain
confidence and decide when you’re ready to take the actual exam· Simplifies key nursing
assistant concepts and techniques for easy learning· Includes popular Cram Sheet tearcard
to help you remember key concepts and do extra last-minute studying· Exam Alerts identify
important information found on the exam Written by Leading Experts! Score Higher on the CNA
Exam!The CD features an adaptive test engine, giving you an effective tool to assess your
readiness for the CNA exam. Key features include· Detailed explanations of correct and
incorrect answers· Multiple test modes· Random questions and order of answers·
Coverage of all CNA topic categories 
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Claudia st germain, “What a savior. This book helped me a lot.you may try it”

JL, “thumbs up!!!. Great refresher. Read it in one day, did the test the next, 3 days after I was on
the register. Thumbs up!!”

Buy-Use-Review, “Good overview, but consult your state specifications also.. This is a good
basic review for the written and skills test. The written test is easy compared to the skills portion
of the test. Because of this, make sure that the skills portion in this book matches up with the
expectations for your state's CNA specifications.On top of this book, I would recommend using
videos of the skills to review for the skills portion. I found a number of useful guides on YouTube
(4yourcna).”

Maddy, “Worth to buy for CNA exam.. this helped alot, especially that is online so if i need to
review anything before the exam time i was able to do that in my own phone without having to
carry the book. but other than that it was a good product alot came from my class information
which it was really good because i could have related to both and get it more. good study
material will use it again to maintain my certificate for the next 2 years.”

Jessica, “Awesome study guide!!!!!. Excellent book ! Bought it for my daughter in law , she read it
cover to cover in 2 days! She did the tests in book as suggested and it helped her very much !!!
She passed her test first try ! Great book !!! Pearson makes awesome books , they we're my
study guides for NCLEX !!”

KS/BS, “great book. if ur looking to get ur CNA this is the way to go, u wiil pass if u take ur time a
study it.”

smile, “Great for fast review. I used this to recertify. Great practice exams. Clinical Skill checklist
good. Has alert boxes they stress important details to grasp.  For the price, you can't go wrong.”

The book by Linda Whitenton has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 35 people have provided feedback.
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